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New Tube Mic From MXL Is A Revelation For Singers and Sound Engineers
The Revelation Solo is a fixed cardioid tube microphone with a warm, vintage sound.
El Segundo, CA (July 11, 2013) – MXL, a division of Marshall Electronics and leading manufacturer of
microphones, announces the release of the Revelation Solo Fixed Cardioid Pattern Tube Microphone. The
Revelation Solo is the third microphone in the Revelation family.
The MXL Revelation Solo has the vintage tube sound with the convenience of a cardioid-only pattern. The
Revelation Solo has the following features:





Cardioid pattern high quality tube microphone.
32mm Gold sputtered capsule.
Hand Selected EF86 tube.
Beautiful dark violet and chrome finish.

MXL Director of Sales and Marketing Perry Goldstein says, “The Revelation mics are our flagship
microphones. Singers and sound engineers expect a high level of performance from an MXL Revelation
mic based on the reputation of the two existing models. The Revelation Solo certainly delivers.”
The MXL Revelation Solo Microphone is ideal for all singers. The sound is intimate and warm thanks to
the EF86 tube found in all Revelation mics.
It comes complete with an aluminum flight case, shock mount, Mogami cables, and custom power supply.
The MXL Revelation Solo has an MSRP of $799.95, and is available in stores now.

About MXL:
MXL, a division of Marshall Electronics, is a leading manufacturer of consumer and professional
audio products for the music recording, broadcast, post, production, and live sound markets.
MXL microphones are designed and engineered in El Segundo, California. Additional
information on MXL microphones can be found at www.mxlmics.com.
About Marshall Electronics:
Marshall Pro Audio/Video is a leading supplier of LCD monitors, cameras, business
microphones, cables and accessories for A/V professionals around the world. With over
30 years of experience servicing the industrial, broadcast and OEM electronics industries,
Marshall Pro A/V offers unique system solutions, flexibility, superior customer service
and the latest technologies for the professional audio/video market. Discover the Marshall
advantage at www.marshall-usa.com.
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